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.................... moves to amend H.F. No. 1944 as follows:1.1

Page 1, after line 5, insert:1.2

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2014, section 40A.18, subdivision 2, is amended to read:1.3

Subd. 2. Allowed commercial and industrial operations. Commercial and1.4

industrial operations are not allowed on land within an agricultural preserve except:1.5

(1) small on-farm commercial or industrial operations normally associated with and1.6

important to farming in the agricultural preserve area;1.7

(2) storage use of existing farm buildings that does not disrupt the integrity of the1.8

agricultural preserve; and1.9

(3) small commercial use of existing farm buildings for trades not disruptive to the1.10

integrity of the agricultural preserve such as a carpentry shop, small scale mechanics shop,1.11

and similar activities that a farm operator might conduct.; and1.12

(4) wireless communication installments and related equipment and structure1.13

capable of providing technology potentially beneficial to farming activities.1.14

"Existing" in clauses (2) and (3) means existing on August 1, 1989.1.15

EFFECTIVE DATE. This section is effective the day following enactment."1.16

Page 2, after line 10, insert:1.17

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2014, section 473H.17, subdivision 1a, is amended to read:1.18

Subd. 1a. Allowed commercial and industrial operations. (a) Commercial and1.19

industrial operations are not allowed on land within an agricultural preserve except:1.20

(1) small on-farm commercial or industrial operations normally associated with and1.21

important to farming in the agricultural preserve area;1.22

(2) storage use of existing farm buildings that does not disrupt the integrity of the1.23

agricultural preserve; and1.24
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(3) small commercial use of existing farm buildings for trades not disruptive to the2.1

integrity of the agricultural preserve such as a carpentry shop, small scale mechanics shop,2.2

and similar activities that a farm operator might conduct.; and2.3

(4) wireless communication installments and related equipment and structure2.4

capable of providing technology potentially beneficial to farming activities.2.5

(b) "Existing" in paragraph (a), clauses (2) and (3), means existing on August 1, 1987.2.6

EFFECTIVE DATE. This section is effective the day following enactment."2.7

Renumber the sections in sequence and correct the internal references2.8

Amend the title accordingly2.9
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